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Beautiful Paper Flowers Dk
Offers instructions for over fifty folded, cut, glued, and woven paper crafts, including a Japanese doll bookmark, fan earrings, paper beads,
picture frames, and woven baskets.
"Techniques and projects in step-by-step format for all kinds of paper crafts"--Provided by publisher.
Announcing the biggest, best, most innovative book ever on paper craft. Even better, this is not about how to use costly, artsy paper, but how
to turn stuff around the house—magazines and shopping bags, candy wrappers and paint sample cards, wrapping paper, old maps, and paper
towel tubes—into stunning jewelry, gifts, home decor, party favors, and much more. Chances are you’ve seen the author’s cutting-edge work
in the windows of Anthropologie, where she is the chain’s merchandising manager. An inveterate crafter who creates projects and styles
photo shoots for magazines like Parents and Vogue Knitting, Kayte Terry takes the most versatile of materials and the most basic of crafts
(remember snipping valentines out of construction paper?), and creates something completely trans- formative. Turn a sheaf of any white or
graph paper into an amazing Scrap Happy Globe Lantern for the dining room. Fashion colored tissue paper into Songbird Votives, leftover
raffle tickets into a Prizewinning Bowl, that out-dated pile of holiday catalogs into a picture frame. There’s a necklace made of playing cards,
a gum wrapper bracelet, and barrettes made by quilling—a paper technique that goes back to the Renaissance. Every project is photographed
in full color, and includes step-by-step illustrations and instructions. Truly a book that shows how to think outside the (cardboard) box.
The sweet and simple projects in Holiday Crafts will be sure to make lasting memories, not to mention priceless mementos. Author Linda
Reece, mommy blogger and crafter, believes that no one likes to be plopped in front of the TV during family gatherings and celebrations.
Spending time with your little ones doing simple crafts and actives is a perfect way to bring cheer to every holiday. Filled with fifty year-round
holiday-themed crafts for ages 3-10, hours of enjoyment are guaranteed for children and parents alike. The easy-to-follow instructions,
cheerful design, full-color-photographs, and simple supply lists will ensure the success of any little crafter. The book contains five crafts for
ten different holidays, including Christmas, Thanksgiving, 4th of July, Halloween, Back to School, Mother’s Day, Father’s Day, Easter, St.
Patrick’s Day, and Valentine’s Day. Inside you will find: • Father’s Day Tie Card • Stuffed Heart Valentine • Paper Clover Craft • And so
much more! There are also non-craft activates sprinkled inside for a little bit of added fun. The projects in Holiday Crafts are perfect for young
children to interact with parents, grandparents, and whoever else wants to join in!
Presents instructions and step-by-step diagrams to create a variety of origami figures.
Includes illustrated instructions for origami projects that range from simple to challenging.
An innovative presentation of the craft-book genre, this volume offers an informative guide to paper crafts and projects by makers at the
leading edge of today's craft revival.
Transform junk mail, newspapers, and old phone books into beautiful handmade paper in just minutes! With a simple technique that requires
only a blender and some water, Trash-to-Treasure Papermaking shows you how to create unique sheets in a variety of shapes, colors,
textures, and sizes. Learn how to incorporate your handmade paper into diverse projects that include invitations, bound books, paper bowls,
and ornaments. Let your creativity shine as you explore the fun and simple art of papermaking.
Marie Clayton is a professional writer, who has worked on a variety of sewing and needlecraft books including Ultimate Sewing Bible
(9781843404118) and Make Your Own Clothes (9781843403890). She currently lives in London.
Get ready for Spring and Easter crafting! This book will teach you how to make 40 beautiful paper projects with children. You will learn how to
make: 20 spring crafts such as flowers, bugs and animals 20 Easter paper projects featuring bunnies, eggs, Easter cards and more!
This easy origami book is perfect for kids or beginners looking to try their hand at paper crafts! Perfect for the beginner. Featuring 50 simple
origami designs, Origami Japanese Paper Folding introduces a variety of simple paper craft projects, including: a cat a peacock a giraffe a
rabbit As well as other exciting creations, like: a spaceship a jet plane a motorboat a treasure box Origami Japanese Paper Folding uses
easy-to-follow illustrations and instructions for each project. At the end of the book, there is also a section on practical applications for your
completed origami crafts. Author Florence Sakade is a well-known Origami practitioner and designer of various books on Japan. After making
your way through all the beginner origami projects in Origami Japanese Paper Folding, you won't be a novice anymore!
A celebrity crafter provides step-by-step instructions for more than fifty paper projects, in a volume that features a wide range of options, from
cards and containers to photo displays and beadwork decorations. Original.
Paper is a great material – it is readily available, inexpensive and very adaptable. It comes in hundreds of types, weights, colours and
textures. Many of the projects in this book only need simple measuring and cutting skills. And if you make a mistake you can just scrunch it
up and start again! The team behind Mollie Makes magazine have brought together all their favourite papercrafters in a range of impressive
disciplines from papercutting to papier maché. They share their tips, stories and beautiful projects, inspiring us all to pick up an old book, a
newspaper or a vintage map and get creative. Learn how to make stylish cards to impress friends and family, create unique folk-inspired
papercut artworks, fold origami lily fairy lights, and decorate your home with an impressive handmade lampshade, a delicate paperbird and a
mini party pinata. With simple projects requiring only the basic kit of paper, glue gun and craft knife, as well as more complicated ideas using
decoupage, quilling, pop-ups and papier maché, there is plenty to keep you busy. In fact, you could say we’ve got papercraft all wrapped up!
Arts! Crafts! Fun!--Easy projects for creative kids Discover tons of creative crafts you can do all by yourself--and with materials you can find at
home! Easy Arts & Crafts for Kids is the perfect choice for aspiring creators, bursting with instructions for dozens of stylish projects that have
real uses. From amazing games and fashion to one-of-a-kind gifts, Easy Arts & Crafts for Kids will keep you entertained with super cool (and
super fun) projects that you'll love to make and share! Easy Arts & Crafts for Kids includes: 50 awesome projects--Create Tin Can Robots, NoSew Scrunchies, Rainbow Bath Bombs, Easy Woven Wall Hangings, Pressed Leaf Lanterns, and so much more. Practical crafts--Whether
it's wearing, decorating, or planting, every project in Easy Arts & Crafts for Kids can be used for something. (Almost) No supervision
required--Don't worry if your parents are busy--most of these projects can be done without any help. Learn how you can make fun come alive
by making things with Easy Arts & Crafts for Kids.
Fold, cut, and glue 50 of the most amazing decorative paper creations you have ever seen. Here, Clare Youngs presents unique ways to
make use of letters, labels, leaflets, and more to decorate your home in an elegant yet affordable fashion. All you need are a few simple
tools—a scalpel, some glue, and a cutting mat—and you will soon be making stunning creations, such as a wreath made of paper leaves, a
pretty butterfly curtain, and an intricate cutwork framed stencil. Every project has clear step-by-step instructions with illustrations, and the
techniques section explains all the basics of papercrafting you will need, including transferring your sketches into stencils and working with
negative space to give the right effect. Templates are provided, and you will also learn how to keep an eye out for great sources of paper,
such as scraps of gift wrap and wallpaper or vintage maps and music scores. • Clear step-by-step instructions demonstrate in detail how to
make stunning paper decorations. • Work with a wide range of paper—from magazine scraps and old maps to tissue and the finest Japanese
Kyoseishi paper. • Part of the best-selling “In No Time” series: Sewing in No Time: 40,000 copies sold; Crochet in No Time: 26,500 copies;
Knitting in No Time: 28,000 copies sold; Quilting in No Time: 30,000 copies sold; Beading in No Time: 20,000 copies sold.
Presents a project-based magazine dedicated to the renaissance within the world of crafts. This premier issue features 23 projects such as
making a programmable LED shirt, turning dud shoes into great knitted boots, felt an iPod cocoon, embroider a skateboard, and others.
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Introduces techniques for making animals, faces, and geometric shapes out of paper.
We all love to read and learn from books, but The Repurposed Library takes our passion even further, presenting us with 33
projects to make--quite literally--out of books. For these projects, Lisa Occhipinti rescues and repurposes orphaned and outdated
books from flea markets and library sales and turns them into new art objects and practical items for the home. Her creations
range from artfully constructed mobiles, wreaths, and vases, to functional items like shelves, storage boxes, and even a Kindle
"keeper" for those who want to replicate the sensation of holding a "real" book while reading from an e-reader. Projects utilize
every imaginable part of a book--from hardback cover to individual pages--and are a DIY celebration of a new way to view a book's
potential. Praise for The Repurposed Library: "In an age when the bound book is an endangered species, [Occhipinti's] artwork is
nicely topical. She now has a book of her own, The Repurposed Library, out this week from Stewart, Tabori & Chang. In it, she
offers readers a how-to guide to making household objects from, well, books, like a mirror, a lamp and a fire screen, as well as the
winsome mobile shown on the cover." - The New York Times "Book hoarders rejoice: all those random children's books,
encyclopedias, and unread paperbacks are about to find their purpose . . . Furnished with cheery photographs and numerous handdrawn diagrams, this endearing book will appeal to veteran crafters and literati alike." -BUST magazine “The book is really wellmade, fittingly. The photography by Thayer Allyson Gowdy is wonderful and really shows off the projects—and everything in the
background is as tastefully arranged as a Crate & Barrel catalog. . . . if you love books as objects, The Repurposed Library is a fun
collection of project ideas.” —Wired.com “We love how everyday objects like a colorful collection of vintage books can double as
décor. . . . Th[e] cute wall-hung book ledge is easy to make and provides a perfect perch for treasured keepsakes. —Natural Home
& Garden
Explore the thousands of fun and useful applications of Sizzix die cutting machines and create one-of-a-kind cards! If you loved
Upcycle With Sizzix, this is the perfect book to continue your journey with these amazing machines. Sizzix expert and author
Stephanie Barnard covers card-making basics, her favorite products, and shares projects you can create yourself. Stephanie's
tips, tricks, and techniques make it easy to try new projects and make your cards interactive and exciting. Clear photographs make
every detailed step simple to follow. The card projects you can make with Sizzix are practically limitless. Create your own
handcrafted greeting cards, decorative envelopes, invitations for weddings and other special events, and add a flourish to thank
you cards. With Stephanie's help, let your imagination run wild!
Get more creative with your Cricut, Sizzix, or Silhouette die cutting machine! Here are 50 easy projects and 60 templates for
making gorgeous home accessories, fun party decor, and memorable gifts. This book includes beautiful items you can make using
just about any electronic die cutting machine, by downloading the SVG templates, running your materials through your machine,
and following the instructions to assemble your cut materials. Discover graphic Scandinavian patterns to decorate aprons and tea
towels, paper succulent centerpieces, and dozens of blooms for bouquets, garlands, and crowns. Every project includes easy
instructions and plenty of variations so you can get the most out of your machine. With an introduction to electronic die cutting
machines and options for cutting the templates out by hand, this book is full of inspiration and expert advice. Includes instructions
for downloading 60 SVG cut files compatible with most electronic cutting machines.
Make homemade Japanese paper and fold it into beautiful and decorative forms with this Japanese papercraft book. In Japanese
Paper Crafting, world renowned paper artist Michael G. LaFosse of the Origamido Studio teaches you all the essential techniques
needed to make your own beautiful handmade washi paper at home. The book's clear and simple step-by-step instructions,
diagrams and photographs show you not only how to create your own handmade paper using inexpensive and easy-to-find
materials—but how to turn your handmade papers into exquisite paper craft objects. Readers will enjoy crafting 17 original LaFosse
designs using their very own handmade washi papers! With Japanese Paper Crafting you can: Make your own traditional-style
Japanese papers. Learn two traditional Japanese methods of papermaking, and try your hand at creating truly distinctive papers.
Create 17 exquisite projects that feature your own handmade paper—or any other paper in your craft collection. This book is the
perfect gift for anyone who loves scrapbooking, making handmade gift cards, origami and paper crafts in general. Making your
own washi paper is the natural starting point to creating high-quality paper craft objects of any type. The fabulous projects in the
book include: Notebooks Purses Wallets Gift Cards Desktop Accessories And many more…
If you love both food and paper crafting, Paper Crafts Gourmet is the perfect recipe book for you! In this mouth-watering
publication, you'll find over 50 original recipes from the family and friends of Paper Crafts magazine. Then the country's most
talented paper craft designers whipped up over 110 projects to complement these incredibly savory recipes. Projects include
clever containers, gorgeous tags and wraps, fun food markers, cards to accompany your food gifts, and much, much more! If your
favorite foods include Soups Stews, Breads, Appetizers, Main Dishes, Beverages, Desserts, and Snacks, then the variety of
recipes inside is sure to satisfy the pickiest of eaters!
Features projects that transform paper such as newspaper, wallpaper, and aluminum foil into decorative pieces for entertaining,
holidays, and the home.
Thirty original bird models offer simple instructions and fun facts about each species printed directly on the back of each full-color
pattern. Pages are perforated for easy removal.
Presents handmade projects that are thematically arranged for seasons and holidays and do not require advanced skills or sophisticated
crafting tools.
Transform Paper into Thoughtful Cards, Fun Decorations and More with Easy, Mess-Free Crafts Learn just how versatile paper can be when
creating fun, colorful crafts. Whether you have plain printer paper, a rainbow array of cardstock or just a few scraps of construction paper,
you’ll be able to create inventive paper crafts that require only a few materials you already have, making them a thrifty and accessible
alternative to more complicated projects. So grab your paper, scissors and glue and try these fun projects: • Origami Corner Bookmarks • Tin
Can Pen Pots • Paper Pendants • Llama Cards • Origami Lucky Stars Bracelets • 3-D Paper Accordion Flowers • Kite Birds • Paper Dog
Puppet • Confetti Bookmarks • Leaf Wreaths • Quick Ghost Garlands • Polar Bear Ornaments A whole slew of cute, exciting projects makes
it easy for you to get your craft on no matter the occasion, and they provide hours of fun all year long. With easy-to-follow step-by-step
instructions and plenty of photos to guide you, you can be on your way to creating paper masterpieces in no time.
The ultimate craft bible From textile crafts to beadwork and soap making to glass work, Craft is the most comprehensive compendium on the
market crammed with more than 50 contemporary projects and over 300 techniques for crafters of all abilities. Follow step-by-step
photographs, simple text and advice on the tools and materials you need to create your own beautiful objects from a wide range of disciplines
so you'll never be short of something wonderful to make. A huge range of crafts are given a modern twist guaranteed to whet the appetite of
crafters of all levels. Full of inspiration and practical advice, Craft is the ideal bible for every crafter's bookshelf.
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Illustrates ways to transform paper into such gifts and decorations as boxes, loves notes, and garlands, including instructions on utilizing
origami and cut-fold-paste techniques.
Paper quilling, a classic papercraft art that creates designs using paper strips in clever, inventive ways, gets an Asian flavor in Paper Quilling
Chinese Style. Sure to delight the myriad and diverse group of crafters who have fallen in love with quilling, this lovely book uses traditional
Chinese arts to create an array of paper quilling projects with a distinctly Chinese design. A flexible and limitless art form, paper quilling
allows so much individual expression that it has attracted fans around the world. By showcasing the bold and inventive use of color,
composition and traditional symbols, this book is sure to bring a new level of depth and beauty to your work. With simple tools and materials
easily found at most craft stores, you will be able to explore the boundaries of Western handicraft and traditional Chinese culture and your
own creativity!
Paper Craft50 Projects Including Card Making, Gift Wrapping, Scrapbooking, and Beautiful Paper FlowersDorling Kindersley Ltd
Bursting with ideas for papercraft subjects, methods and styles, this book is a visual feast and source of inspiration for artists of all abilities
looking to expand their papercraft skills. Discover more than 80 stunning papercraft artworks by contemporary, international artists, and
reinvigorate your own practice with the help of their diverse and innovative approaches. Techniques include 3D collage, paper marbling and
paper quilling, as well as stitching onto paper, paper embossing and traditional papercutting. Through countless tips and guidance, you'll be
empowered to work with paper, expand your creativity and create art that is original and exciting.
Provides step-by-step instructions for crafts made with paper, including stationery, decorations, masks, toys, and disguises, and introduces
paper types and a variety of techniques for working with paper.

Sketches are a card maker's best friend because they take the guesswork out of the design process. In this must-have
edition revealing the secrets of creative card design, the editors of Paper Crafts Magazine® have gathered over 125
sketches and more than 500 projects to show how to use sketches for card designs. All the paper crafter has to do is
decide on a sketch, gather the supplies, and create the card in no time flat! From fun and cute birthday cards to holiday
gift card holders, this very special book will become a go-to resource every time the card maker digs into her paper
crafting stash.
***INCLUDES 12 CUT-OUT TEMPLATES!*** Exciting, Eco-Conscious Crafts with Stuff You Already Have Transform
paper rolls, egg cartons, newspaper and cardboard into colorful decorations, amazing wearable masks, hats and jewelry
or even sturdy desk organizers, puzzles and paint palettes. Get ready to unleash your imagination with 60 unique
crafts—with something for all ages—including: Homemade Kaleidoscope Build Your Own Marble Maze Cool Superhero
Mask Dinosaur Terrarium Indoor Mini-Garden Awesome Cardboard Castle Kimberly McLeod, creator of The Best Ideas
for Kids®, provides a varied selection of budget-friendly, eco-conscious projects that are great for imaginary play,
bedroom decorations, gift giving and more! You’ll be so proud of the projects you’ve created and customized with your
own hands—and they are as fun to make as they are to play with!
With a wide range of papermaking techniques and over 50 designs, this book provides all the ideas and inspiration
necessary to get started making paper or crafting with paper. The project sections which include stationery and gift wrap
ideas, greeting cards and invitations, as well as decoupage and paper manipulating (the art of weaving, cutting and
folding). This book will be an invaluable resource and guide for all papercrafters for years to come.
Full of creative craft ideas that are guaranteed to impress, Paper Craft will teach you how to transform plain old paper
into beautiful decorations, handmade cards, scrapbooks and more. Do you want to create bespoke wedding invites? Or
impress your friends with personalised birthday cards and wrapping paper? Paper Craft contains absolutely everything
you need to know, from the necessary equipment, to techniques and materials, with 50 projects to get you crafting. With
templates to save you time and simplify projects you can start crafting pop-up cards, jewellery, bunting, lanterns and
more and if you're feeling even more creative then variations throughout will inspire you to make your projects even more
unique. Whether you're a total novice or already familiar with handmade crafts, you'll soon be cutting, folding, glueing and
printing your way to paper craft heaven.
Create 37 figures with clear, step-by-step instructions and helpful diagrams. Simple to advanced objects include rocket,
mouse, elephant, violinist, Viking ship, and many more.
Paper artist and teacher Helen Hiebert compiles a one-of-kind collection of 40 unique projects, each using just one sheet
of paper. Combining decorative paper techniques like marbling, stamping, and stenciling with dimensional techniques like
origami, cutting, folding, quilling, stretching, weaving, and pop-ups, The Art of Papercraft offers a rich variety of projects
that will delight crafters, artists, and designers alike, including paper votive lights, pop-up cards, folded paper gift boxes
and envelopes, woven paper wall hangings, miniature one-sheet books, and much more. Every project is beautifully
photographed and accompanied by step-by-step visual instructions. Guidance on selecting tools, materials, and paper
selection; in-depth technique instructions; and profiles of contributing paper artists make this a rich and practical
celebration of papercraft.
Offers different arts and crafts projects parents and their children can create together, including sculpture, printmaking,
bookbinding, and collage.
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